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These extra-lightweight staves have a very curvature suitable for the lighter keys of the Kawai rims. This "gentler" curve allows for a softer playing action. This is
perfect for those who may not be used to as hard of a piano touch. The Shigeru Kawai Grand Piano Factory has established the two different tone blocks for the best

sounding soundboard. The top block has holes drilled in it at a diameter of 31mm. The side block has holes drilled at a diameter of 28mm. The side tone block is
more difficult to make since the piano casters are more compact, but Kawai is happy with the results. This gives the soundboard a very balanced tone but maintains
its natural roundness. It is the ring technology sound that needs to be precise to replicate the spring action and the touch of a grand piano. The Kawai range of Black
Carbon digital pianos has their strings made of steel wire, designed and manufactured to Kawai's high standards. Black carbon is the best metal for strings - durable,
beautiful and resonant. This technological advance was used in the Kawai Rhapsody II, the Grand Piano VR, Grand Piano Black, Grand Piano Pro V, Grand Piano Series
X and the Black Carbon Series, where ring technology was applied for the first time. It’s another step forward from Kawai’s previous technology; Kawai has used ring

technology to make the strings of their Grand Piano for 20 years, despite world-renowned piano companies who have been using strings for a century. Another
unique feature of Kawais Black Carbon pianos is the use of "bamboo" (alumiQ ) wood structure. AlumiQ is a new wood product that contains aluminum particles in its
board. AlumiQ is extremely durable, even at low temperatures, and reacts well with the body wood. It also has a low moisture content. It creates a stable structure

that helps to extend the life of pianos.
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Shigeru was also an innovator in the era of digital technology. He was the first piano manufacturer to develop a digital hybrid pianos combining acoustic and
electronic technology. They were still scarce in the 1970s, and no Kawai hybrids had entered the U.S. market. Therefore, Kawai hybrids had an instant success not
only in Japan but in the U.S. as well. Kawai hybrids were also Kawais first digital pianos to use a built-in amplification system and speakers for use at home or in the
concert hall. This Kawai innovation paved the way for the eventual development of electronic digital pianos. When Japan entered the postwar economic boom, the

sultry modern music of the West and the classical music of the East met and fused, creating the sound and effect of future jazz and rock. Kawai keyed in on this new
energy and created a series of commercial pianos called the Jazz Series. Widespread demand for this Kawai piano for home use, and the low cost of importing such
products into the U.S. has allowed the company to establish Kawai U.S.A. A Kawai U.S.A. dealer is needed to service and repair Kawai pianos, if needed, from the

Kawai factory. Kawai U.S.A. dealers are authorized Kawai dealers in the U.S.A. and are also authorized Kawai dealers in Canada. Kawai U.S.A. dealers can help you
make an informed decision about purchasing a Kawai piano by providing up-to-date information on Kawai products and answering your questions. Once you

purchase your Kawai piano, our Kawai U.S.A. dealer will take care of the service, maintenance, and repair of your piano. The Kawai U.S.A. dealership network is
comprised of the following locations: New York City, New York; Boston, Massachusetts; Las Vegas, Nevada; Hawaii; Chicago, Illinois; San Francisco, California; Los

Angeles, California; Austin, Texas; Houston, Texas; Dallas, Texas; Atlanta, Georgia; Indianapolis, Indiana; Kansas City, Missouri; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Washington, D.C.; Washington, Oregon; Seattle, Washington; Richmond, Virginia; Seattle, Washington; Miami, Florida; Atlanta, Georgia; Buffalo, New York; Columbus,
Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; Memphis, Tennessee; Nashville, Tennessee; Raleigh, North Carolina; Charlotte, North Carolina; Raleigh, North Carolina; New Jersey; Portland,

Oregon; Indianapolis, Indiana; Cleveland, Ohio; St. 5ec8ef588b
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